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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies 

interpret 1329 # diermeneuo {dee-er-main-yoo'-o}; from 1223 and 2059; to explain thoroughly, by implication, to 
translate: -- expound, {interpret}(-ation). 

interpret 2059 # hermeneuo {her-mayn-yoo'-o}; from a presumed derivative of 2060 (as the god of language); to 
translate: -- {interpret}. 

interpret 3177 # methermeneuo {meth-er-mane-yoo'-o}; from 3326 and 2059; to explain over, i.e. translate: -- (by) 
{interpret}(-ation). 

interpret 6622 ## pathar {paw-thar'}; a primitive root; to open up, i.e. (figuratively) interpret (a dream): -- {interpret}(-
ation, -er). 

interpret 8638 ## tirgam {teer-gam'}; a denominative from 7275 in the sense of throwing over; to transfer, i.e. 
translate: -- {interpret}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions. 

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's 
Dictionary in English Word order. 

interpret 03887 ## luwts {loots} ; a primitive root ; properly , to make mouths at , i . e . to scoff ; hence (from the 
effort to pronounce a foreign language) to {interpret} , or (generally) intercede : -- ambassador , have in derision , 
interpreter , make a mock , mocker , scorn (- er ,-- ful) , teacher . 

interpret 06590 ## p@shar (Aramaic) {pesh-ar'} ; corresponding to 06622 ; to {interpret} : -- make [interpretations ] , 
interpreting . 

interpret 06622 ## pathar {paw-thar'} ; a primitive root ; to open up , i . e . (figuratively) {interpret} (a dream) : --
interpret (- ation ,-er) . 

interpret 08638 ## tirgam {teer-gam'} ; a denominative from 07275 in the sense of throwing over ; to transfer , i . e . 
translate : -- {interpret} . 

interpret 1329 - diermeneuo {dee-er-main-yoo'-o}; from 1223 and 2059; to explain thoroughly, by implication, to 
translate: -- expound, {interpret}(-ation). 

interpret 2059 - hermeneuo {her-mayn-yoo'-o}; from a presumed derivative of 2060 (as the god of language); to 
translate: -- {interpret}. 

interpret 3177 - methermeneuo {meth-er-mane-yoo'-o}; from 3326 and 2059; to explain over, i.e. translate: -- (by) 
{interpret}(-ation). 

interpretation 04426 ## m@liytsah {mel-ee-tsaw'} ; from 03887 ; an aphorism ; also a satire : -- {interpretation} , 
taunting . 

interpretation 06591 ## p@shar (Aramaic) {pesh-ar'} ; from 06590 ; an interpretation : -- {interpretation} . 

interpretation 06591 ## p@shar (Aramaic) {pesh-ar'} ; from 06590 ; an {interpretation} : -- interpretation . 

interpretation 06592 ## pesher {pay'- sher} ; corresponding to 06591 : -- {interpretation} . 

interpretation 06623 ## pithrown {pith-rone'} ; or pithron {pith-rone'} ; from 06622 ; interpretation (of a dream) : --
{interpretation} . 

interpretation 06623 ## pithrown {pith-rone'} ; or pithron {pith-rone'} ; from 06622 ; {interpretation} (of a dream) : --
interpretation . 

interpretation 07667 ## sheber {sheh'- ber} ; or sheber {shay'- ber} ; from 07665 ; a fracture , figuratively , ruin ; 
specifically , a solution (of a dream) : -- affliction , breach , breaking , broken [-footed ,-handed ] , bruise , crashing , 
destruction , hurt , {interpretation} , vexation . 

interpretation 1955 - epilusis {ep-il'-oo-sis}; from 1956; explanation, i.e. application: -- {interpretation}. 

interpretation 2058 - hermeneia {her-may-ni'-ah}; from the same as 2059; translation: -- {interpretation}. 

interpretations 06590 ## p@shar (Aramaic) {pesh-ar'} ; corresponding to 06622 ; to interpret : -- make 
[{interpretations} ] , interpreting . 

interpreter 03887 ## luwts {loots} ; a primitive root ; properly , to make mouths at , i . e . to scoff ; hence (from the 
effort to pronounce a foreign language) to interpret , or (generally) intercede : -- ambassador , have in derision , 
{interpreter} , make a mock , mocker , scorn (- er ,-- ful) , teacher . 

interpreter 1328 - diermeneutes {dee-er-main-yoo-tace'}; from 1329; an explainer: -- {interpreter}. 

interpreting 06590 ## p@shar (Aramaic) {pesh-ar'} ; corresponding to 06622 ; to interpret : -- make 
[interpretations ] , {interpreting} . 

misinterpret 1294 - diastrepho {dee-as-tref'-o}; from 1223 and 4762; to distort, i.e. (figuratively) {misinterpret}, or 
(morally) corrupt: -- perverse(-rt), turn away. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1328 + pearl + interpreter +/ . diermeneutes {dee-er-main-yoo-tace'}; from 1329 + interpret + he expounded + he 
interpret + by interpretation + that he may interpret +/ ; an explainer: -- interpreter . 

1329 + interpret + he expounded + he interpret + by interpretation + that he may interpret +/ . diermeneuo {dee-er-
main-yoo'-o}; from 1223 + after + in at + cause + though + because + through + Through + Because + to avoid + ye in 
at + by reason + throughout + is through + we through + up because + me through + in because + and within + you 
through + of me among + and because + not because + And because + him because + and through + not because + 
him because + man because + one because + day through + For through + but through + but because + men through + 
And through + for because + that through + them because + away because + who by reason + but by reason + For I 
through + And by reason + might through + season because + that by reason + for us through + not in because + him 
in because + but by occasion + that we through + unto him through + And that because + with him through + unto them 
Because + unto them because + him ; but because + of them who through + For of him and through + that is in them 
because + up after that he through +/ and 2059 + being interpreted + is by interpretation + being by interpretation + 
which is by interpretation +/ ; to explain thoroughly, by implication, to translate: --expound, interpret(-ation) . 

2059 + being interpreted + is by interpretation + being by interpretation + which is by interpretation +/ . hermeneuo 
{her-mayn-yoo'-o}; from a presumed derivative of 2060 + Hermes + Mercurius +/ (as the god of language); to 
translate: --interpret . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words in 
the English. 

8 * interpret 

46 - interpretation 

2 - interpretations 

11 - interpreted 

4 - interpreter 

1 - interpreting 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is translated 
from the original Greek and Hebrew. 

interpret 1329 ** diermeneuo ** expound, {interpret}(-ation).

interpret 2059 ** hermeneuo ** {interpret}.

interpret 3177 ** methermeneuo ** (by) {interpret}(-ation).

interpret 6622 -- pathar -- {interpret}(-ation, -er).

interpret 8638 -- tirgam -- {interpret}.

interpretation 1955 ** epilusis ** {interpretation}.

interpretation 2058 ** hermeneia ** {interpretation}.

interpretation 4426 -- m@liytsah -- {interpretation}, taunting.

interpretation 6591 -- p@shar -- {interpretation}.

interpretation 6592 -- pesher -- {interpretation}.

interpretation 6623 -- pithrown -- {interpretation}.

interpretation 7667 sheber -- -- affliction, breach, breaking, broken[-footed,-handed], bruise, crashing, destruction, 
hurt, {interpretation}, vexation.

interpretations 6590 -- p@shar -- make [{interpretations}], interpreting.

interpreter 1328 ** diermeneutes ** {interpreter}.

interpreter 3887 -- luwts -- ambassador, have in derision, {interpreter}, make a mock, mocker, scorn(-er, -- ful), 
teacher.

interpreting 6590 -- p@shar -- make [interpretations], {interpreting}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated from 
the English word. 

interpret 1329 diermeneuo * {interpret} , {1329 diermeneuo } ,

interpretation 1329 diermeneuo * {interpretation} , {1329 diermeneuo } , 1955 epilusis , 2058 hermeneia , 2059 
hermeneuo , 3177 methermeneuo ,

interpretation 1955 epilusis * {interpretation} , 1329 diermeneuo , {1955 epilusis } , 2058 hermeneia , 2059 
hermeneuo , 3177 methermeneuo ,

interpretation 2058 hermeneia * {interpretation} , 1329 diermeneuo , 1955 epilusis , {2058 hermeneia } , 2059 
hermeneuo , 3177 methermeneuo ,

interpretation 2059 hermeneuo * {interpretation} , 1329 diermeneuo , 1955 epilusis , 2058 hermeneia , {2059 
hermeneuo } , 3177 methermeneuo ,

interpretation 3177 methermeneuo * {interpretation} , 1329 diermeneuo , 1955 epilusis , 2058 hermeneia , 2059 
hermeneuo , {3177 methermeneuo } ,

interpreted 2059 hermeneuo * {interpreted} , {2059 hermeneuo } , 3177 methermeneuo ,

interpreted 3177 methermeneuo * {interpreted} , 2059 hermeneuo , {3177 methermeneuo } ,

interpreter 1328 diermeneutes * {interpreter} , {1328 diermeneutes } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. English list 
of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered to 5,624 * Unique 
English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254 

* interpret , 1329 ,

- interpret , 6622 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

interpret - 1329 {interpret}, interpretation,

interpretation - 1329 interpret, {interpretation},

interpretation - 1955 {interpretation},

interpretation - 2058 {interpretation},

interpretation - 2059 {interpretation}, interpreted,

interpretation - 3177 {interpretation}, interpreted,

interpreted - 2059 interpretation, {interpreted},

interpreted - 3177 interpretation, {interpreted},

interpreter - 1328 {interpreter}, pearl,



One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied: for greater [is] he 
that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the church may receive edifying.

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he sent and called for 
all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but [there was] none that 
could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpretation 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another discerning of 
spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath a psalm, hath 
a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by interpretation is 
called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by interpretation] withstood them, 
seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is gone from me: if ye will 
not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and your houses shall be 
made a dunghill.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts 
and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts 
and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we will 
show the interpretation of it.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree for you: 
for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me the 
dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art thou able 
to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom that I have more 
than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, and that thou mightest know 
the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof before the king.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without hands, 
and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath made known to the 
king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof sure.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon before me, that 
they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the soothsayers: 
and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of the holy 
gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the interpretation 
thereof.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, declare 
the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto me the 
interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, declare 
the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto me the 
interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and his 
thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, 
trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the interpretation 
thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and his 
thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, 
trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the interpretation 
thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of the most High, which is 
come upon my lord the king:

interpretation 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the soothsayers. 
[And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read this writing, and show me the 
interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his neck, and shall be the third 
ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, nor make 
known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that they 
should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show the 
interpretation of the thing:

interpretation 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that they 
should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show the 
interpretation of the thing:

interpretation 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve doubts: 
now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with 
scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy kingdom, 
and finished it.

interpretation 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of all this. So he 
told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the interpretation of a thing? a man's 
wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream in one night, each man 
according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which [were] bound in the 
prison.

interpretation 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of it: The three branches [are] 
three days:

interpretation 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was good, he said unto Joseph, I 
also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the interpretation thereof: The three 
baskets [are] three days:

interpretation 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man according to 
the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being by interpretation King of 
righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art Simon 
the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, [which is by interpretation, Sent.] 
He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the dream, and the interpretation 
thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the LORD hath delivered into 
your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of the wise, and their 
dark sayings.

interpretations 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve 
doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed 
with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretations 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no interpreter of 
it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreted 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, [which is, being interpreted, 
The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest of their 
companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the Syrian tongue, and 
interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpreted 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored unto mine office, 
and him he hanged.

interpreted 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them, What seek ye? They 
said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found the Messias, 
which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha cumi; which is, being 
interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being interpreted, The place of a 
skull.

interpreted 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, lama 
sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his 
name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreter 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; and let him speak to 
himself, and to God.

interpreter 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no interpreter of it. 
And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreter 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one among a thousand, to show unto 
man his uprightness:

interpreting 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.



Two Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret that 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied: for greater [is] 
he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the church may receive edifying.

interpret them 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he sent and 
called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but [there was] 
none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpretation A 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art Simon 
the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation but 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, 
declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto 
me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation is 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by interpretation 
is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation King 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being by interpretation 
King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation Let 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath a psalm, 
hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying.

interpretation O 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of the most High, which 
is come upon my lord the king:

interpretation of 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another discerning of 
spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation of 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we 
will show the interpretation of it.

interpretation of 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon before me, 
that they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation of 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that 
they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show the 
interpretation of the thing:

interpretation of 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy kingdom, 
and finished it.

interpretation of 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of all this. So 
he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation of 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the interpretation of a thing? a 
man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation of 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream in one night, each 
man according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which [were] bound in 
the prison.

interpretation of 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of it: The three branches 
[are] three days:

interpretation of 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man according 
to the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation Sent 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, [which is by interpretation, 
Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation the 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of the wise, and their 
dark sayings.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is gone from me: if 
ye will not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and your houses 
shall be made a dunghill.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree 
for you: for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me 
the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art 
thou able to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof before the 
king.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without 
hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath made 
known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof sure.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers: and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of 
the holy gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, 
declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto 
me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and 
his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, 
trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the interpretation 
thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and 
his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, 
trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the interpretation 
thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers. [And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read this writing, and 
show me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his neck, and shall 
be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, 
nor make known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, 
that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show the 
interpretation of the thing:

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve 
doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed 
with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the interpretation thereof: The 
three baskets [are] three days:

interpretation thereof 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the dream, and the 
interpretation thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the LORD hath 
delivered into your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation to 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom that I have more 
than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, and that thou mightest know 
the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation was 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was good, he said unto Joseph, 
I also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation withstood 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by interpretation] withstood 
them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretations and 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve 
doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed 
with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretations belong 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no 
interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreted Damsel 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha cumi; which is, 
being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted in 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest of 
their companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the Syrian tongue, and 
interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted is 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his 
name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreted Master 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them, What seek 
ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted My 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, lama 
sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted The 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, [which is, being 
interpreted, The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted the 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found the 
Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted The 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being interpreted, The place 
of a skull.

interpreted to 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted to 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpreted to 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored unto mine 
office, and him he hanged.

interpreter let 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; and let him speak to 
himself, and to God.

interpreter of 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no interpreter of it. 
And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreter one 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one among a thousand, to show 
unto man his uprightness:

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreting of 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

interpret it and 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that 
can interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret that the 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied: for greater 
[is] he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the church may receive edifying.

interpret them unto 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he sent and 
called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but [there was] 
none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpretation A stone 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art 
Simon the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation but thou 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, 
declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto 
me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation is called 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by 
interpretation is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation King of 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being by interpretation 
King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation Let all 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath a 
psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying.

interpretation O king 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of the most High, 
which is come upon my lord the king:

interpretation of a 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the interpretation of a thing? a 
man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation of his 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream in one night, 
each man according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which [were] 
bound in the prison.

interpretation of his 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man 
according to the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation of it 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we 
will show the interpretation of it.

interpretation of it 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of it: The three branches 
[are] three days:

interpretation of the 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon before me, 
that they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation of the 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that 
they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show the 
interpretation of the thing:

interpretation of the 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy 
kingdom, and finished it.

interpretation of the 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of all this. 
So he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation of tongues 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another 
discerning of spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation Sent He 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, [which is by 
interpretation, Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation the words 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of the wise, and 
their dark sayings.

interpretation thereof before 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof before 
the king.

interpretation thereof but 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before 
me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show 
the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation thereof forasmuch 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation thereof shall 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers. [And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read this writing, and 
show me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his neck, and shall 
be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof sure 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain 
without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath 
made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof 
sure.

interpretation thereof that 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the dream, and the 
interpretation thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the LORD hath 
delivered into your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation thereof The 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the interpretation thereof: The 
three baskets [are] three days:

interpretation thereof thou 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and 
dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be 
clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof to 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, 
and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation 
thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the 
interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof trouble 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one 
hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation 
thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the 
interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof ye 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is gone from me: 
if ye will not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and your 
houses shall be made a dunghill.

interpretation thereof ye 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive 
of me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree 
for you: for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me 
the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art 
thou able to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers: and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of 
the holy gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, 
nor make known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation to the 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom that I have 
more than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, and that thou mightest 
know the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation was good 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was good, he said unto 
Joseph, I also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation withstood them 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by interpretation] 
withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretations and dissolve 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and 
dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be 
clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretations belong to 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no 
interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreted Damsel I 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha cumi; which 
is, being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted in the 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest of 
their companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the Syrian tongue, and 
interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted is God 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall 
call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreted Master where 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them, What 
seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted My God 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, lama 
sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted the Christ 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found 
the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted The place 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being interpreted, The 
place of a skull.

interpreted The son 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, [which is, being 
interpreted, The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted to them 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted to us 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of 
the guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpreted to us 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored unto mine 
office, and him he hanged.

interpreter let him 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; and let him 
speak to himself, and to God.

interpreter of it 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no interpreter of 
it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreter one among 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one among a thousand, to 
show unto man his uprightness:

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreting of dreams 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, 
interpreting of dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom 
the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.
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interpret it and I 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that 
can interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret that the church 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied: for 
greater [is] he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the church may receive 
edifying.

interpret them unto Pharaoh 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he 
sent and called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but 
[there was] none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpretation A stone 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art 
Simon the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation but thou art 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation is called Dorcas 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by 
interpretation is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation King of righteousness 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being by 
interpretation King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation Let all things 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath 
a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying.

interpretation O king and 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of the most 
High, which is come upon my lord the king:

interpretation of a thing 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the interpretation of a thing? 
a man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation of his dream 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream in one 
night, each man according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which 
[were] bound in the prison.

interpretation of his dream 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man 
according to the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation of it The 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of it: The three 
branches [are] three days:

interpretation of it 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we 
will show the interpretation of it.

interpretation of the dream 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon 
before me, that they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation of the thing 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before 
me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show 
the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation of the thing 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy 
kingdom, and finished it.

interpretation of the things 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of 
all this. So he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation of tongues 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another 
discerning of spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation Sent He went 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, [which is by 
interpretation, Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation the words of 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of the wise, 
and their dark sayings.

interpretation thereof before the 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof 
before the king.

interpretation thereof but they 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in 
before me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not 
show the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation thereof forasmuch as 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation thereof shall be 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and 
the soothsayers. [And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read this writing, and 
show me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his neck, and shall 
be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof sure 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain 
without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath 
made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof 
sure.

interpretation thereof that he 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the dream, and the 
interpretation thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the LORD hath 
delivered into your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation thereof The three 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the interpretation 
thereof: The three baskets [are] three days:

interpretation thereof thou shalt 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, 
and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt 
be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof to thine 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one 
hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation 
thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the 
interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof trouble thee 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for 
one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the 
interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, 
and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof ye shall 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is gone 
from me: if ye will not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and 
your houses shall be made a dunghill.

interpretation thereof ye shall 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall 
receive of me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree 
for you: for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me 
the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art 
thou able to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers: and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of 
the holy gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, 
nor make known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation to the king 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom that I 
have more than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, and that thou 
mightest know the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation was good he 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was good, he said unto 
Joseph, I also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation withstood them seeking 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by 
interpretation] withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretations and dissolve doubts 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, 
and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt 
be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretations belong to God 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no 
interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreted Damsel I say 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha cumi; 
which is, being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted in the Syrian 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the 
rest of their companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the Syrian 
tongue, and interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted is God with 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they 
shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreted Master where dwellest 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them, 
What seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted My God my 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, 
lama sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted the Christ 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found 
the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted The place of 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being interpreted, 
The place of a skull.

interpreted The son of 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, [which is, being 
interpreted, The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted to them 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted to us our 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain 
of the guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did 
interpret.

interpreted to us so 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored unto 
mine office, and him he hanged.

interpreter let him keep 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; and let 
him speak to himself, and to God.

interpreter of it And 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no 
interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreter one among a 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one among a thousand, to 
show unto man his uprightness:

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreting of dreams and 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, 
interpreting of dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom 
the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.
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interpret it and I have 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none 
that can interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret that the church may 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied: 
for greater [is] he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the church may 
receive edifying.

interpret them unto Pharaoh 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he 
sent and called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but 
[there was] none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpretation A stone 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art 
Simon the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation but thou art able 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation is called Dorcas this 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which 
by interpretation is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation King of righteousness and 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being 
by interpretation King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation Let all things be 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you 
hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto 
edifying.

interpretation O king and this 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of the 
most High, which is come upon my lord the king:

interpretation of a thing a 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the interpretation of a 
thing? a man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation of his dream the 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream in one 
night, each man according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which 
[were] bound in the prison.

interpretation of his dream 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man 
according to the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation of it The three 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of it: The three 
branches [are] three days:

interpretation of it 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we 
will show the interpretation of it.

interpretation of the dream 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon 
before me, that they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation of the thing MENE 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath 
numbered thy kingdom, and finished it.

interpretation of the thing 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before 
me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show 
the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation of the things 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of 
all this. So he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation of tongues 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another 
discerning of spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation Sent He went his 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, [which is by 
interpretation, Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation the words of the 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of the 
wise, and their dark sayings.

interpretation thereof before the king 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof 
before the king.

interpretation thereof but they could 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in 
before me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not 
show the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation thereof forasmuch as all 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation thereof shall be clothed 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the 
Chaldeans, and the soothsayers. [And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read 
this writing, and show me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his 
neck, and shall be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof sure 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain 
without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath 
made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof 
sure.

interpretation thereof that he worshipped 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the 
dream, and the interpretation thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the 
LORD hath delivered into your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation thereof The three baskets 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the interpretation 
thereof: The three baskets [are] three days:

interpretation thereof thou shalt be 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, 
and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt 
be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof to thine enemies 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied 
for one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the 
interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, 
and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof trouble thee Belteshazzar 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was 
astonied for one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the 
interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, 
and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof ye shall be 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is gone 
from me: if ye will not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and 
your houses shall be made a dunghill.

interpretation thereof ye shall receive 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye 
shall receive of me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree 
for you: for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me 
the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art 
thou able to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers: and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of 
the holy gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, 
nor make known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation to the king and 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom that 
I have more than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, and that thou 
mightest know the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation was good he said 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was good, he said 
unto Joseph, I also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation withstood them seeking to 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by 
interpretation] withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretations and dissolve doubts now 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make 
interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation 
thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the 
kingdom.

interpretations belong to God tell 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there 
is] no interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray 
you.

interpreted Damsel I say unto 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha 
cumi; which is, being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted in the Syrian tongue 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, 
and the rest of their companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the 
Syrian tongue, and interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted is God with us 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they 
shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreted Master where dwellest thou 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto 
them, What seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted My God my God 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, 
lama sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted the Christ 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found 
the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted The place of a 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being interpreted, 
The place of a skull.

interpreted The son of consolation 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, [which 
is, being interpreted, The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted to them 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted to us our dreams 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the 
captain of the guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did 
interpret.

interpreted to us so it 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored unto 
mine office, and him he hanged.

interpreter let him keep silence 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; 
and let him speak to himself, and to God.

interpreter of it And Joseph 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no 
interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreter one among a thousand 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one among a 
thousand, to show unto man his uprightness:

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreting of dreams and showing 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and 
understanding, interpreting of dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the 
same Daniel, whom the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.



Six Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

interpret it and I have heard 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] 
none that can interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret that the church may receive 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye 
prophesied: for greater [is] he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the 
church may receive edifying.

interpret them unto Pharaoh 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he 
sent and called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but 
[there was] none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpretation A stone 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art 
Simon the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation but thou art able for 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation is called Dorcas this woman 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named 
Tabitha, which by interpretation is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation King of righteousness and after 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first 
being by interpretation King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation Let all things be done 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of 
you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto 
edifying.

interpretation O king and this is 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of the 
most High, which is come upon my lord the king:

interpretation of a thing a man's 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the interpretation of 
a thing? a man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation of his dream the butler 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream 
in one night, each man according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, 
which [were] bound in the prison.

interpretation of his dream 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man 
according to the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation of it The three branches 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of it: 
The three branches [are] three days:

interpretation of it 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we 
will show the interpretation of it.

interpretation of the dream 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon 
before me, that they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation of the thing MENE God 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath 
numbered thy kingdom, and finished it.

interpretation of the thing 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before 
me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show 
the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation of the things 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of 
all this. So he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation of tongues 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another 
discerning of spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation Sent He went his way 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, [which is by 
interpretation, Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation the words of the wise 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of 
the wise, and their dark sayings.

interpretation thereof before the king 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof 
before the king.

interpretation thereof but they could not 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been 
brought in before me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they 
could not show the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation thereof forasmuch as all the 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now 
thou, O Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able 
to make known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation thereof shall be clothed with 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the 
Chaldeans, and the soothsayers. [And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read 
this writing, and show me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his 
neck, and shall be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof sure 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain 
without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath 
made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof 
sure.

interpretation thereof that he worshipped and 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the 
dream, and the interpretation thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the 
LORD hath delivered into your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation thereof The three baskets are 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the 
interpretation thereof: The three baskets [are] three days:

interpretation thereof thou shalt be clothed 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make 
interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation 
thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the 
kingdom.

interpretation thereof to thine enemies 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied 
for one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the 
interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, 
and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof trouble thee Belteshazzar answered 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] 
Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let 
not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to 
them that hate thee, and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof ye shall be cut 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is 
gone from me: if ye will not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, 
and your houses shall be made a dunghill.

interpretation thereof ye shall receive of 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, 
ye shall receive of me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation 
thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree 
for you: for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me 
the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art 
thou able to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers: and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of 
the holy gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, 
nor make known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation to the king and that 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom 
that I have more than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, and that 
thou mightest know the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation was good he said unto 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was good, he 
said unto Joseph, I also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation withstood them seeking to turn 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by 
interpretation] withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretations and dissolve doubts now if 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make 
interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation 
thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the 
kingdom.

interpretations belong to God tell me 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and 
[there is] no interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I 
pray you.

interpreted Damsel I say unto thee 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha 
cumi; which is, being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted in the Syrian tongue 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, 
and the rest of their companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the 
Syrian tongue, and interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted is God with us 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they 
shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreted Master where dwellest thou 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto 
them, What seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted My God my God why 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, 
Eloi, lama sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted the Christ 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found 
the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted The place of a skull 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being 
interpreted, The place of a skull.

interpreted The son of consolation a 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, 
[which is, being interpreted, The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted to them 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted to us our dreams to 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to 
the captain of the guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he 
did interpret.

interpreted to us so it was 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he restored 
unto mine office, and him he hanged.

interpreter let him keep silence in 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the church; 
and let him speak to himself, and to God.

interpreter of it And Joseph said 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] 
no interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you.

interpreter one among a thousand to 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one among a 
thousand, to show unto man his uprightness:

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreting of dreams and showing of 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and 
understanding, interpreting of dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the 
same Daniel, whom the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.



Seven Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

interpret it and I have heard say 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and 
[there is] none that can interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret it 01_GEN_41_15 # And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it.

interpret that the church may receive edifying 46_1CO_14_05 # I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that 
ye prophesied: for greater [is] he that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he interpret, that the 
church may receive edifying.

interpret them unto Pharaoh 01_GEN_41_08 # And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he 
sent and called for all the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but 
[there was] none that could interpret them unto Pharaoh.

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 # Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 # Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may interpret.

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 # If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one interpret.

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret.

interpretation A stone 43_JOH_01_42 # And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art 
Simon the son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.

interpretation but thou art able for the 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O 
Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make 
known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation is called Dorcas this woman was 44_ACT_09_36 # Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named 
Tabitha, which by interpretation is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did.

interpretation King of righteousness and after that 58_HEB_07_02 # To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; 
first being by interpretation King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace;

interpretation Let all things be done unto 46_1CO_14_26 # How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every 
one of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be 
done unto edifying.

interpretation O king and this is the 27_DAN_04_24 # This [is] the interpretation, O king, and this [is] the decree of 
the most High, which is come upon my lord the king:

interpretation of a thing a man's wisdom 21_ECC_08_01 # Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the 
interpretation of a thing? a man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed.

interpretation of his dream the butler and 01_GEN_40_05 # And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his 
dream in one night, each man according to the interpretation of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of 
Egypt, which [were] bound in the prison.

interpretation of his dream 01_GEN_41_11 # And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man 
according to the interpretation of his dream.

interpretation of it The three branches are 01_GEN_40_12 # And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the interpretation of 
it: The three branches [are] three days:

interpretation of it 27_DAN_02_07 # They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we 
will show the interpretation of it.

interpretation of the dream 27_DAN_04_06 # Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon 
before me, that they might make known unto me the interpretation of the dream.

interpretation of the thing MENE God hath 27_DAN_05_26 # This [is] the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God 
hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished it.

interpretation of the thing 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before 
me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show 
the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation of the things 27_DAN_07_16 # I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of 
all this. So he told me, and made me know the interpretation of the things.

interpretation of tongues 46_1CO_12_10 # To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another 
discerning of spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:

interpretation Sent He went his way therefore 43_JOH_09_07 # And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, 
[which is by interpretation, Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

interpretation the words of the wise and 20_PRO_01_06 # To understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words 
of the wise, and their dark sayings.

interpretation thereof before the king 27_DAN_02_36 # This [is] the dream; and we will tell the interpretation thereof 
before the king.

interpretation thereof but they could not show 27_DAN_05_15 # And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been 
brought in before me, that they should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they 
could not show the interpretation of the thing:

interpretation thereof forasmuch as all the wise 27_DAN_04_18 # This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now 
thou, O Belteshazzar, declare the interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able 
to make known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee.

interpretation thereof shall be clothed with scarlet 27_DAN_05_07 # The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, 
the Chaldeans, and the soothsayers. [And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall 
read this writing, and show me the interpretation thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold 
about his neck, and shall be the third ruler in the kingdom.

interpretation thereof sure 27_DAN_02_45 # Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain 
without hands, and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath 
made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the interpretation thereof 
sure.

interpretation thereof that he worshipped and returned 07_JUD_07_15 # And it was [so], when Gideon heard the 
telling of the dream, and the interpretation thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, 
Arise; for the LORD hath delivered into your hand the host of Midian.

interpretation thereof The three baskets are three 01_GEN_40_18 # And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the 
interpretation thereof: The three baskets [are] three days:

interpretation thereof thou shalt be clothed with 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make 
interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation 
thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the 
kingdom.

interpretation thereof to thine enemies 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied 
for one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the 
interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, 
and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof trouble thee Belteshazzar answered and 27_DAN_04_19 # Then Daniel, whose name [was] 
Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let 
not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to 
them that hate thee, and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies.

interpretation thereof ye shall be cut in 27_DAN_02_05 # The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is 
gone from me: if ye will not make known unto me the dream, with the interpretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, 
and your houses shall be made a dunghill.

interpretation thereof ye shall receive of me 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation 
thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_06 # But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of 
me gifts and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_09 # But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree 
for you: for ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me 
the dream, and I shall know that ye can show me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_02_26 # The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art 
thou able to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_07 # Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the 
soothsayers: and I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_04_09 # O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of 
the holy gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
interpretation thereof.

interpretation thereof 27_DAN_05_08 # Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, 
nor make known to the king the interpretation thereof.

interpretation to the king and that thou 27_DAN_02_30 # But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] 
wisdom that I have more than any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the interpretation to the king, 
and that thou mightest know the thoughts of thy heart.

interpretation was good he said unto Joseph 01_GEN_40_16 # When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was 
good, he said unto Joseph, I also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head:

interpretation withstood them seeking to turn away 44_ACT_13_08 # But Elymas the sorcerer [for so is his name by 
interpretation] withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith.

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 # Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 # Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 # Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 # Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the 
wise [men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 # Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I 
have found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 # Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the interpretation.

interpretations and dissolve doubts now if thou 27_DAN_05_16 # And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make 
interpretations, and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation 
thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the 
kingdom.

interpretations belong to God tell me them 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and 
[there is] no interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I 
pray you.

interpreted Damsel I say unto thee arise 41_MAR_05_41 # And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, 
Talitha cumi; which is, being interpreted, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise.

interpreted in the Syrian tongue 15_EZR_04_07 # And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, 
and the rest of their companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the 
Syrian tongue, and interpreted in the Syrian tongue.

interpreted is God with us 40_MAT_01_23 # Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they 
shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.

interpreted Master where dwellest thou 43_JOH_01_38 # Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto 
them, What seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi, [which is to say, being interpreted, Master,] where dwellest thou?

interpreted My God my God why hast 41_MAR_15_34 # And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, 
Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

interpreted the Christ 43_JOH_01_41 # He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found 
the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.

interpreted The place of a skull 41_MAR_15_22 # And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being 
interpreted, The place of a skull.

interpreted The son of consolation a Levite 44_ACT_04_36 # And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed 
Barnabas, [which is, being interpreted, The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus,

interpreted to them 01_GEN_40_22 # But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had interpreted to them.

interpreted to us our dreams to each 01_GEN_41_12 # And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, 
servant to the captain of the guard; and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to 
his dream he did interpret.

interpreted to us so it was me 01_GEN_41_13 # And it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was; me he 
restored unto mine office, and him he hanged.

interpreter let him keep silence in the 46_1CO_14_28 # But if there be no interpreter, let him keep silence in the 
church; and let him speak to himself, and to God.

interpreter of it And Joseph said unto 01_GEN_40_08 # And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and 
[there is] no interpreter of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I 
pray you.

interpreter one among a thousand to show 18_JOB_33_23 # If there be a messenger with him, an interpreter, one 
among a thousand, to show unto man his uprightness:

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 # And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
interpreter.

interpreting of dreams and showing of hard 27_DAN_05_12 # Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and 
understanding, interpreting of dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the 
same Daniel, whom the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation.
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Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

interpret ^ 46_1CO_12_30 / interpret /^ 

interpret ^ 46_1CO_14_13 / interpret /^ 

interpret ^ 46_1CO_14_27 / interpret /^ 

interpret ^ 01_GEN_41_12 / interpret /^ 

interpret ^ 01_GEN_41_15 / interpret /^it. 

interpret ^ 01_GEN_41_15 / interpret /^it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to 
interpret it. 

interpret ^ 46_1CO_14_05 / interpret /^that the church may receive edifying. 

interpret ^ 01_GEN_41_08 / interpret /^them unto Pharaoh. 

interpretation ^ 61_2PE_01_20 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_04 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_16 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_24 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_25 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_12 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_17 / interpretation /^ 

interpretation ^ 43_JOH_01_42 / interpretation /^A stone. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_18 / interpretation /^but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee. 

interpretation ^ 44_ACT_09_36 / interpretation /^is called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds 
which she did. 

interpretation ^ 58_HEB_07_02 / interpretation /^King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, 
King of peace; 

interpretation ^ 46_1CO_14_26 / interpretation /^Let all things be done unto edifying. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_24 / interpretation /^O king, and this [is] the decree of the most High, which is come 
upon my lord the king: 

interpretation ^ 21_ECC_08_01 / interpretation /^of a thing? a man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the 
boldness of his face shall be changed. 

interpretation ^ 01_GEN_40_05 / interpretation /^of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which 
[were] bound in the prison. 

interpretation ^ 01_GEN_41_11 / interpretation /^of his dream. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_07 / interpretation /^of it. 

interpretation ^ 01_GEN_40_12 / interpretation /^of it: The three branches [are] three days: 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_06 / interpretation /^of the dream. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_15 / interpretation /^of the thing: 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_26 / interpretation /^of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and 
finished it. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_07_16 / interpretation /^of the things. 

interpretation ^ 46_1CO_12_10 / interpretation /^of tongues: 

interpretation ^ 43_JOH_09_07 / interpretation /^Sent.] He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing. 

interpretation ^ 20_PRO_01_06 / interpretation /^the words of the wise, and their dark sayings. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_36 / interpretation /^thereof before the king. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_45 / interpretation /^thereof sure. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_19 / interpretation /^thereof to thine enemies. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_18 / interpretation /^thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not 
able to make known unto me the interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_07 / interpretation /^thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold 
about his neck, and shall be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

interpretation ^ 07_JUD_07_15 / interpretation /^thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, 
and said, Arise; for the LORD hath delivered into your hand the host of Midian. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_16 / interpretation /^thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of 
gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_19 / interpretation /^thereof, trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, 
the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_05 / interpretation /^thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and your houses shall be made a 
dunghill. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_06 / interpretation /^thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts and rewards and great honour: 
therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_06 / interpretation /^thereof. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_09 / interpretation /^thereof. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_07 / interpretation /^thereof. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_04_09 / interpretation /^thereof. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_08 / interpretation /^thereof. 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_05_15 / interpretation /^thereof: but they could not show the interpretation of the thing: 

interpretation ^ 01_GEN_40_18 / interpretation /^thereof: The three baskets [are] three days: 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_26 / interpretation /^thereof? 

interpretation ^ 27_DAN_02_30 / interpretation /^to the king, and that thou mightest know the thoughts of thy heart. 

interpretation ^ 01_GEN_40_16 / interpretation /^was good, he said unto Joseph, I also [was] in my dream, and, 
behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head: 

interpretation ^ 44_ACT_13_08 / interpretation /^withstood them, seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith. 

interpretations ^ 27_DAN_05_16 / interpretations /^and dissolve doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make 
known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, 
and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

interpretations ^ 01_GEN_40_08 / interpretations /^belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you. 

interpreted ^ 41_MAR_05_41 / interpreted /^Damsel, I say unto thee, arise. 

interpreted ^ 15_EZR_04_07 / interpreted /^in the Syrian tongue. 

interpreted ^ 40_MAT_01_23 / interpreted /^is, God with us. 

interpreted ^ 43_JOH_01_38 / interpreted /^Master,] where dwellest thou? 

interpreted ^ 41_MAR_15_34 / interpreted /^My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? 

interpreted ^ 43_JOH_01_41 / interpreted /^the Christ. 

interpreted ^ 41_MAR_15_22 / interpreted /^The place of a skull. 

interpreted ^ 44_ACT_04_36 / interpreted /^The son of consolation,] a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus, 

interpreted ^ 01_GEN_40_22 / interpreted /^to them. 

interpreted ^ 01_GEN_41_12 / interpreted /^to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret. 

interpreted ^ 01_GEN_41_13 / interpreted /^to us, so it was; me he restored unto mine office, and him he hanged. 

interpreter ^ 01_GEN_42_23 / interpreter /^ 

interpreter ^ 46_1CO_14_28 / interpreter /^let him keep silence in the church; and let him speak to himself, and to 
God. 

interpreter ^ 01_GEN_40_08 / interpreter /^of it. And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to 
God? tell me [them], I pray you. 

interpreter ^ 18_JOB_33_23 / interpreter /^one among a thousand, to show unto man his uprightness: 

interpreting ^ 27_DAN_05_12 / interpreting /^of dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, 
were found in the same Daniel, whom the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the 
interpretation. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies 

interpret ......... he interpret 1329 -diermeneuo-> 

interpret ......... interpret 1329 -diermeneuo-> 

interpret ......... that he may interpret 1329 -diermeneuo-> 

interpretation ......... an interpretation 2058 -hermeneia-> 

interpretation ......... being by interpretation 2059 -hermeneuo-> 

interpretation ......... by interpretation 1329 -diermeneuo-> 

interpretation ......... by interpretation 3177 -methermeneuo-> 

interpretation ......... interpretation 1955 -epilusis-> 

interpretation ......... is by interpretation 2059 -hermeneuo-> 

interpretation ......... the interpretation 2058 -hermeneia-> 

interpretation ......... which is by interpretation 2059 -hermeneuo-> 

interpreted ......... being interpreted 2059 -hermeneuo-> 

interpreted ......... being interpreted 3177 -methermeneuo-> 

interpreted ......... is , being interpreted 3177 -methermeneuo-> 

interpreted ......... which is , being interpreted 3177 -methermeneuo-> 

interpreter ......... interpreter 1328 -diermeneutes-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 Wherefore let him that speaketh in an [unknown] tongue pray that he may {interpret}. 

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 If any man speak in an [unknown] tongue, [let it be] by two, or at the most [by] three, and 
[that] by course; and let one {interpret}. 

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with tongues? do all {interpret}? 

interpret 46_1CO_14_05 I would that ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophesied: for greater [is] he that 
prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues, except he {interpret}, that the church may receive edifying. 

interpret 01_GEN_41_08 And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled; and he sent and called for all 
the magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told them his dream; but [there was] none that 
could {interpret} them unto Pharaoh. 

interpret 01_GEN_41_15 And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
interpret it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to {interpret} it. 

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the guard; 
and we told him, and he interpreted to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did {interpret}. 

interpret 01_GEN_41_15 And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I have dreamed a dream, and [there is] none that can 
{interpret} it: and I have heard say of thee, [that] thou canst understand a dream to interpret it. 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_07 The king cried aloud to bring in the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the soothsayers. 
[And] the king spake, and said to the wise [men] of Babylon, Whosoever shall read this writing, and show me the 
{interpretation} thereof, shall be clothed with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about his neck, and shall be the third 
ruler in the kingdom. 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 Then Daniel answered and said before the king, Let thy gifts be to thyself, and give 
thy rewards to another; yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known to him the {interpretation}. 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_15 And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that they 
should read this writing, and make known unto me the {interpretation} thereof: but they could not show the 
interpretation of the thing: 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_16 And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make interpretations, and dissolve doubts: 
now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the {interpretation} thereof, thou shalt be clothed with 
scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_15 And now the wise [men], the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that they 
should read this writing, and make known unto me the interpretation thereof: but they could not show the 
{interpretation} of the thing: 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_08 Then came in all the king's wise [men]: but they could not read the writing, nor make 
known to the king the {interpretation} thereof. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_24 This [is] the {interpretation}, O king, and this [is] the decree of the most High, which is 
come upon my lord the king: 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the {interpretation}. 

interpretation 21_ECC_08_01 Who [is] as the wise [man]? and who knoweth the {interpretation} of a thing? a man's 
wisdom maketh his face to shine, and the boldness of his face shall be changed. 

interpretation 27_DAN_07_16 I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked him the truth of all this. So he 
told me, and made me know the {interpretation} of the things. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_19 Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and his 
thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the {interpretation} thereof, 
trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the interpretation 
thereof to thine enemies. 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_26 This [is] the {interpretation} of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy kingdom, 
and finished it. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, O king, live for ever: tell thy 
servants the dream, and we will show the {interpretation}. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_05 The king answered and said to the Chaldeans, The thing is gone from me: if ye will not 
make known unto me the dream, with the {interpretation} thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and your houses shall be 
made a dunghill. 

interpretation 44_ACT_13_08 But Elymas the sorcerer (for so is his name by {interpretation}) withstood them, 
seeking to turn away the deputy from the faith. 

interpretation 46_1CO_12_10 To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another discerning of 
spirits; to another [divers] kinds of tongues; to another the {interpretation} of tongues: 

interpretation 44_ACT_09_36 Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by {interpretation} is 
called Dorcas: this woman was full of good works and almsdeeds which she did. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_30 But as for me, this secret is not revealed to me for [any] wisdom that I have more than 
any living, but for [their] sakes that shall make known the {interpretation} to the king, and that thou mightest know 
the thoughts of thy heart. 

interpretation 43_JOH_01_42 And he brought him to Jesus. And when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art Simon the 
son of Jona: thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by {interpretation}, A stone. 

interpretation 07_JUD_07_15 And it was [so], when Gideon heard the telling of the dream, and the {interpretation} 
thereof, that he worshipped, and returned into the host of Israel, and said, Arise; for the LORD hath delivered into 
your hand the host of Midian. 

interpretation 20_PRO_01_06 To understand a proverb, and the {interpretation}; the words of the wise, and their 
dark sayings. 

interpretation 46_1CO_14_26 How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of you hath a psalm, hath a 
doctrine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation, hath an {interpretation}. Let all things be done unto edifying. 

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private {interpretation}. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_06 But if ye show the dream, and the interpretation thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts 
and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the {interpretation} thereof. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_06 But if ye show the dream, and the {interpretation} thereof, ye shall receive of me gifts 
and rewards and great honour: therefore show me the dream, and the interpretation thereof. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_07 They answered again and said, Let the king tell his servants the dream, and we will 
show the {interpretation} of it. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_09 But if ye will not make known unto me the dream, [there is but] one decree for you: for 
ye have prepared lying and corrupt words to speak before me, till the time be changed: therefore tell me the dream, 
and I shall know that ye can show me the {interpretation} thereof. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 Then Daniel went in, and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that he 
would show the king the {interpretation}. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 Therefore Daniel went in unto Arioch, whom the king had ordained to destroy the wise 
[men] of Babylon: he went and said thus unto him; Destroy not the wise [men] of Babylon: bring me in before the 
king, and I will show unto the king the {interpretation}. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 Then Arioch brought in Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him, I have 
found a man of the captives of Judah, that will make known unto the king the {interpretation}. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_26 The king answered and said to Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, Art thou able 
to make known unto me the dream which I have seen, and the {interpretation} thereof? 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_36 This [is] the dream; and we will tell the {interpretation} thereof before the king. 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_45 Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without hands, 
and that it brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God hath made known to the 
king what shall come to pass hereafter: and the dream [is] certain, and the {interpretation} thereof sure. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_06 Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise [men] of Babylon before me, that 
they might make known unto me the {interpretation} of the dream. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_07 Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the soothsayers: and 
I told the dream before them; but they did not make known unto me the {interpretation} thereof. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_09 O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I know that the spirit of the holy 
gods [is] in thee, and no secret troubleth thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have seen, and the 
{interpretation} thereof. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_18 This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, declare the 
interpretation thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto me the 
{interpretation}: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_18 This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now thou, O Belteshazzar, declare the 
{interpretation} thereof, forasmuch as all the wise [men] of my kingdom are not able to make known unto me the 
interpretation: but thou [art] able; for the spirit of the holy gods [is] in thee. 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_19 Then Daniel, whose name [was] Belteshazzar, was astonied for one hour, and his 
thoughts troubled him. The king spake, and said, Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or the interpretation thereof, 
trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My lord, the dream [be] to them that hate thee, and the {interpretation} 
thereof to thine enemies. 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_05 And they dreamed a dream both of them, each man his dream in one night, each man 
according to the {interpretation} of his dream, the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt, which [were] bound in the 
prison. 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_12 And Joseph said unto him, This [is] the {interpretation} of it: The three branches [are] 
three days: 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_16 When the chief baker saw that the {interpretation} was good, he said unto Joseph, I 
also [was] in my dream, and, behold, [I had] three white baskets on my head: 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_18 And Joseph answered and said, This [is] the {interpretation} thereof: The three 
baskets [are] three days: 

interpretation 01_GEN_41_11 And we dreamed a dream in one night, I and he; we dreamed each man according to 
the {interpretation} of his dream. 

interpretation 58_HEB_07_02 To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first being by {interpretation} King of 
righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace; 

interpretation 43_JOH_09_07 And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, (which is by {interpretation}, Sent.) 
He went his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing. 

interpretations 27_DAN_05_16 And I have heard of thee, that thou canst make {interpretations}, and dissolve 
doubts: now if thou canst read the writing, and make known to me the interpretation thereof, thou shalt be clothed 
with scarlet, and [have] a chain of gold about thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler in the kingdom. 

interpretations 01_GEN_40_08 And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no interpreter of it. 
And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not {interpretations} [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you. 

interpreter 18_JOB_33_23 If there be a messenger with him, an {interpreter}, one among a thousand, to show unto 
man his uprightness: 

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 And they knew not that Joseph understood [them]; for he spake unto them by an 
{interpreter}. 

interpreted 41_MAR_15_22 And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being {interpreted}, The place of a 
skull. 

interpreted 41_MAR_15_34 And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani? 
which is, being {interpreted}, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? 

interpreted 40_MAT_01_23 Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his 
name Emmanuel, which being {interpreted} is, God with us. 

interpreter 46_1CO_14_28 But if there be no {interpreter}, let him keep silence in the church; and let him speak to 
himself, and to God. 

interpreted 43_JOH_01_41 He first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found the Messias, 
which is, being {interpreted}, the Christ. 

interpreted 41_MAR_05_41 And he took the damsel by the hand, and said unto her, Talitha cumi; which is, being 
{interpreted}, Damsel, I say unto thee, arise. 

interpreted 15_EZR_04_07 And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest of their 
companions, unto Artaxerxes king of Persia; and the writing of the letter [was] written in the Syrian tongue, and 
{interpreted} in the Syrian tongue. 

interpreter 01_GEN_40_08 And they said unto him, We have dreamed a dream, and [there is] no {interpreter} of it. 
And Joseph said unto them, [Do] not interpretations [belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you. 

interpreted 44_ACT_04_36 And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas, (which is, being {interpreted}, 
The son of consolation,) a Levite, [and] of the country of Cyprus, 

interpreted 01_GEN_40_22 But he hanged the chief baker: as Joseph had {interpreted} to them. 

interpreted 01_GEN_41_12 And [there was] there with us a young man, an Hebrew, servant to the captain of the 
guard; and we told him, and he {interpreted} to us our dreams; to each man according to his dream he did interpret. 

interpreted 01_GEN_41_13 And it came to pass, as he {interpreted} to us, so it was; me he restored unto mine office, 
and him he hanged. 

interpreted 43_JOH_01_38 Then Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them, What seek ye? They 
said unto him, Rabbi, (which is to say, being {interpreted}, Master,) where dwellest thou? 

interpreting 27_DAN_05_12 Forasmuch as an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, {interpreting} of 
dreams, and showing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found in the same Daniel, whom the king 
named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will show the interpretation. 
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interpret ^ 46_1CO_12_30 Have <3361> <2192> (5719) all <3956> the gifts <5486> of healing <2386>? do all 
<3956> speak <3361> <2980> (5719) with tongues <1100>? do <3361> all <3956> {interpret} <1329> (5719)? 

interpret ^ 46_1CO_14_27 If <1535> any man <5100> speak <2980> (5719) in an unknown tongue <1100>, let it be 
by <2596> two <1417>, or <2228> at the most <4118> by three <5140>, and <2532> that by <0303> course <3313>; 
and <2532> let <1329> <0> one <1520> {interpret} <1329> (5720). 

interpret ^ 46_1CO_14_05 <1161> I would <2309> (5719) that ye <5209> all <3956> spake <2980> (5721) with 
tongues <1100>, but <1161> rather <3123> that <2443> ye prophesied <4395> (5725): for <1063> greater <3187> is 
he that prophesieth <4395> (5723) than <2228> he that speaketh <2980> (5723) with tongues <1100>, except <1622> 
<1508> he {interpret} <1329> (5725), that <2443> the church <1577> may receive <2983> (5632) edifying <3619>. 

interpret ^ 46_1CO_14_13 Wherefore <1355> let him that speaketh <2980> (5723) in an unknown tongue <1100> 
pray <4336> (5737) that <2443> he may {interpret} <1329> (5725). 

interpretation ^ 46_1CO_12_10 <1161> To another <0243> the working <1755> of miracles <1411>; <1161> to 
another <0243> prophecy <4394>; <1161> to another <0243> discerning <1253> of spirits <4151>; <1161> to 
another <2087> divers kinds <1085> of tongues <1100>; <1161> to another <0243> the {interpretation} <2058> of 
tongues <1100>: 

interpretation ^ 46_1CO_14_26 How <5101> is it <2076> (5748) then <3767>, brethren <0080>? when <3752> ye 
come together <4905> (5741), every one <1538> of you <5216> hath <2192> (5719) a psalm <5568>, hath <2192> 
(5719) a doctrine <1322>, hath <2192> (5719) a tongue <1100>, hath <2192> (5719) a revelation <0602>, hath 
<2192> (5719) an {interpretation} <2058>. Let <1096> <0> all things <3956> be done <1096> (5634) unto <4314> 
edifying <3619>. 

interpretation ^ 61_2PE_01_20 Knowing <1097> (5723) this <5124> first <4412>, that <3754> no <3756> <3956> 
prophecy <4394> of the scripture <1124> is <1096> (5736) of any private <2398> {interpretation} <1955>. 

interpretation ^ 44_ACT_09_36 Now <1161> there was <2258> (5713) at <1722> Joppa <2445> a certain <5100> 
disciple <3102> named <3686> Tabitha <5>, which <3739> by {interpretation} <1329> (5746) is called <3004> (5743) 
Dorcas <1393>: this woman <3778> (5625) <0846> was <2258> (5713) full <4134> of good <0018> works <2041> and 
<2532> almsdeeds <1654> which <3739> she did <4160> (5707). 

interpretation ^ 44_ACT_13_08 But <1161> Elymas <1681> the sorcerer <3097> (for <1063> so <3779> is his 
<0846> name <3686> by {interpretation} <3177> (5743)) withstood <0436> (5710) them <0846>, seeking <2212> 
(5723) to turn away <1294> (5658) the deputy <0446> from <0575> the faith <4102>. 

interpretation ^ 58_HEB_07_02 To whom <3739> also <2532> Abraham <0011> gave <3307> (5656) a tenth part 
<1181> of <0575> all <3956>; first <4412> <3303> being by {interpretation} <2059> (5746) King <0935> of 
righteousness <1343>, and <1161> after that <1899> also <2532> King <0935> of Salem <4532>, which is <3603> 
(5748), King <0935> of peace <1515>; 

interpretation ^ 43_JOH_09_07 And <2532> said <2036> (5627) unto him <0846>, Go <5217> (5720), wash <3538> 
(5669) in <1519> the pool <2861> of Siloam <4611>, (which <3739> is by {interpretation} <2059> (5743), Sent 
<0649> (5772).) He went his way <0565> (5627) therefore <3767>, and <2532> washed <3538> (5668), and <2532> 
came <2064> (5627) seeing <0991> (5723). 

interpretation ^ 43_JOH_01_42 And <2532> he brought <0071> (5627) him <0846> to <4314> Jesus <2424>. And 
<1161> when Jesus <2424> beheld <1689> (5660) him <0846>, he said <2036> (5627), Thou <4771> art <1488> 
(5748) Simon <4613> the son <5207> of Jona <2495>: thou <4771> shalt be called <2564> (5701) Cephas <2786>, 
which <3739> is by {interpretation} <2059> (5743), A stone <4074>. 

interpreted ^ 40_MAT_01_23 Behold <2400> (5628), a virgin <3933> shall be with child <1722> <1064> <2192> 
(5692), and <2532> shall bring forth <5088> (5695) a son <5207>, and <2532> they shall call <2564> (5692) his 
<0846> name <3686> Emmanuel <1694>, which <3739> being {interpreted} <3177> (5746) is <2076> (5748), God 
<2316> with <3326> us <2257>. 

interpreted ^ 43_JOH_01_38 Then <1161> Jesus <2424> turned <4762> (5651), and <2532> saw <2300> (5666) 
them <0846> following <0190> (5723), and saith <3004> (5719) unto them <0846>, What <5101> seek ye <2212> 
(5719)? <1161> They said <2036> (5627) unto him <0846>, Rabbi <4461>, (which <3739> is to say <3004> (5743), 
being {interpreted} <2059> (5746), Master <1320>,) where <4226> dwellest thou <3306> (5719)? 

interpreted ^ 44_ACT_04_36 And <1161> Joses <2500>, who <3588> by <5259> the apostles <0652> was surnamed 
<1941> (5685) Barnabas <0921>, (which <3739> is <2076> (5748), being {interpreted} <3177> (5746), The son 
<5207> of consolation <3874>,) a Levite <3019>, and of the country <1085> of Cyprus <2953>, 

interpreted ^ 43_JOH_01_41 He <3778> first <4413> findeth <2147> (5719) his own <2398> brother <0080> Simon 
<4613>, and <2532> saith <3004> (5719) unto him <0846>, We have found <2147> (5758) the Messias <3323>, which 
<3739> is <2076> (5748), being {interpreted} <3177> (5746), the Christ <5547>. 

interpreted ^ 41_MAR_05_41 And <2532> he took <2902> (5660) the damsel <3813> by the hand <5495>, and said 
<3004> (5719) unto her <0846>, Talitha <5008> cumi <2891>; which <3739> is <2076> (5748), being {interpreted} 
<3177> (5746), Damsel <2877>, I say <3004> (5719) unto thee <4671>, arise <1453> (5669). 

interpreter ^ 46_1CO_14_28 But <1161> if <3362> <0> there be <5600> (5753) no <3362> {interpreter} <1328>, let 
him keep silence <4601> (5720) in <1722> the church <1577>; and <1161> let him speak <2980> (5720) to himself 
<1438>, and <2532> to God <2316>. 

interpreted ^ 41_MAR_15_22 And <2532> they bring <5342> (5719) him <0846> unto <1909> the place <5117> 
Golgotha <1115>, which <3739> is <2076> (5748), being {interpreted} <3177> (5746), The place <5117> of a skull 
<2898>. 

interpreted ^ 41_MAR_15_34 And <2532> at the ninth <1766> hour <5610> Jesus <2424> cried <0994> (5656) with 
a loud <3173> voice <5456>, saying <3004> (5723), Eloi <1682>, Eloi <1682>, lama <2982> sabachthani <4518>? 
which <3739> is <2076> (5748), being {interpreted} <3177> (5746), My <3450> God <2316>, my <3450> God 
<2316>, why <5101> hast <1519> thou forsaken <1459> (5627) me <3165>? 
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aninterpreter 18_JOB_33_23 If (00518 +)im ) there be a messenger (04397 +mal)ak ) with him , {aninterpreter} 
(03887 +luwts ) , one (00259 +)echad ) among (04480 +min ) a thousand (00505 +)eleph ) , to shew (05046 +nagad ) 
unto man (00120 +)adam ) his uprightness (03476 +yosher ) : 

interpret 46_1CO_12_30 Have (2192 -echo -) all (3956 -pas -) the gifts (5486 -charisma -) of healing (2386 -iama -) ? 
do all (3956 -pas -) speak (2980 -laleo -) with tongues (1100 -glossa -) ? do all (3956 -pas -) {interpret} (1329 -
diermeneuo -) ? 

interpret 46_1CO_14_05 I would (2309 -thelo -) that ye all (3956 -pas -) spake (2980 -laleo -) with tongues (1100 -
glossa -) , but rather (3123 -mallon -) that ye prophesied (4395 -propheteuo -):for greater (3187 -meizon -) [ is ] he that 
prophesieth (4395 -propheteuo -) than (2228 -e -) he that speaketh (2980 -laleo -) with tongues (1100 -glossa -) , 
except (1508 -ei me -) he {interpret} (1329 -diermeneuo -) , that the church (1577 -ekklesia -) may receive (2983 -
lambano -) edifying (3619 -oikodome -) . 

interpret 46_1CO_14_13 Wherefore (1355 -dioper -) let him that speaketh (2980 -laleo -) in an [ unknown ] tongue 
(1100 -glossa -) pray (4336 -proseuchomai -) that he may {interpret} (1329 -diermeneuo -) . 

interpret 46_1CO_14_27 If (1535 -eite -) any (5100 -tis -) man speak (2980 -laleo -) in an [ unknown ] tongue (1100 -
glossa -) , [ let it be ] by two (1417 -duo -) , or (2228 -e -) at the most (4119 -pleion -) [ by ] three (5140 -treis -) , and 
[ that ] by course (3313 -meros -) ; and let one (1520 -heis -) {interpret} (1329 -diermeneuo -) . 

interpret 01_GEN_41_08 And it came (01961 +hayah ) to pass in the morning (01242 +boqer ) that his spirit (07307 
+ruwach ) was troubled (06470 +pa(am ) ; and he sent (07971 +shalach ) and called (07121 +qara) ) for all (03605 
+kol ) the magicians (02748 +chartom ) of Egypt (04714 +Mitsrayim ) , and all (03605 +kol ) the wise (02450 
+chakam ) men thereof:and Pharaoh (06547 +Par(oh ) told (05608 +caphar ) them his dream (02472 +chalowm ) ; but 
[ there was ] none (00369 +)ayin ) that could {interpret} (06622 +pathar ) them unto Pharaoh (06547 +Par(oh ) . 

interpret 01_GEN_41_12 And [ there (08033 +sham ) was ] there (08033 +sham ) with us a young (05288 +na(ar ) man 
(00376 +)iysh ) , an Hebrew (05680 +(Ibriy ) , servant (05650 +(ebed ) to the captain (08269 +sar ) of the guard (02876 
+tabbach ) ; and we told (05608 +caphar ) him , and he interpreted (06622 +pathar ) to us our dreams (02472 
+chalowm ) ; to each man (00376 +)iysh ) according to his dream (02472 +chalowm ) he did {interpret} (06622 
+pathar ) . 

interpret 01_GEN_41_15 And Pharaoh (06547 +Par(oh ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto Joseph (03130 +Yowceph ) , I 
have dreamed (02492 +chalam ) a dream (02472 +chalowm ) , and [ there is ] none (00369 +)ayin ) that can interpret 
(06622 +pathar ) it:and I have heard (08085 +shama( ) say (00559 +)amar ) of thee , [ that ] thou canst understand 
(08085 +shama( ) a dream (02472 +chalowm ) to {interpret} (06622 +pathar ) it . 

interpret 01_GEN_41_15 And Pharaoh (06547 +Par(oh ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto Joseph (03130 +Yowceph ) , I 
have dreamed (02492 +chalam ) a dream (02472 +chalowm ) , and [ there is ] none (00369 +)ayin ) that can {interpret} 
(06622 +pathar ) it:and I have heard (08085 +shama( ) say (00559 +)amar ) of thee , [ that ] thou canst understand 
(08085 +shama( ) a dream (02472 +chalowm ) to interpret (06622 +pathar ) it . 

interpretation 46_1CO_12_10 To another (0243 -allos -) the working (1755 -energema -) of miracles (1411 -dunamis -
) ; to another (0243 -allos -) prophecy (4394 -propheteia -) ; to another (0243 -allos -) discerning (1253 -diakrisis -) of 
spirits (4151 -pneuma -) ; to another (2087 -heteros -) [ divers ] kinds (1085 -genos -) of tongues (1100 -glossa -) ; to 
another (0243 -allos -) the {interpretation} (2058 -hermeneia -) of tongues (1100 -glossa -) : 

interpretation 46_1CO_14_26 . How (5101 -tis -) is it then (3767 -oun -) , brethren (0080 -adephos -) ? when (3752 -
hotan -) ye come (4905 -sunerchomai -) together (4905 -sunerchomai -) , every (1538 -hekastos -) one of you hath 
(2192 -echo -) a psalm (5568 -psalmos -) , hath (2192 -echo -) a doctrine (1322 -didache -) , hath (2192 -echo -) a 
tongue (1100 -glossa -) , hath (2192 -echo -) a revelation (0602 -apokalupsis -) , hath (2192 -echo -) an {interpretation} 
(2058 -hermeneia -) . Let all (3956 -pas -) things be done (1096 -ginomai -) unto edifying (3619 -oikodome -) . 

interpretation 61_2PE_01_20 Knowing (1097 -ginosko -) this (5124 -touto -) first (4412 -proton -) , that no (3756 -ou -) 
prophecy (4394 -propheteia -) of the scripture (1124 -graphe -) is of any private (2398 -idios -) {interpretation} (1955 -
epilusis -) . 

interpretation 44_ACT_09_36 . Now (1161 -de -) there was at (1722 -en -) Joppa (2445 -Ioppe -) a certain (5100 -tis -) 
disciple (3102 -mathetria -) named (3686 -onoma -) Tabitha (5000 -Tabitha -) , which (3739 -hos -) by {interpretation} 
(1329 -diermeneuo -) is called (3004 -lego -) Dorcas (1393 -Dorkas -):this (3778 -houtos -) woman was full (4134 -
pleres -) of good (0018 -agathos -) works (2041 -ergon -) and almsdeeds (1654 -eleemosune -) which (3739 -hos -) she 
did (4160 -poieo -) . 

interpretation 44_ACT_13_08 But Elymas (1681 -Elumas -) the sorcerer (3097 -magos -) ( for so (3779 -houto -) is his 
name (3686 -onoma -) by {interpretation} (3177 -methermeneuo -) ) withstood (0436 -anthistemi -) them , seeking 
(2212 -zeteo -) to turn (1294 -diastrepho -) away (1294 -diastrepho -) the deputy (0446 -anthupatos -) from the faith 
(4102 -pistis -) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_04 Then spake (01696 +dabar ) the Chaldeans (03779 +Kasday ) to the king (04428 
+melek ) in Syriack (00762 +)Aramiyth ) , O king (04430 +melek ) , live (02418 +chaya) ) for ever (05957 +(alam ):tell 
(00560 +)amar ) thy servants (05649 +(abad ) the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and we will shew (02324 +chava) ) the 
{interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_05 The king (04430 +melek ) answered (06032 +(anah ) and said (00560 +)amar ) to the 
Chaldeans (03779 +Kasday ) , The thing (04406 +millah ) is gone (00230 +)azad ) from me:if (02006 +hen ) ye will not 
make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto me the dream (02493 +chelem ) , with the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) 
thereof , ye shall be cut (05648 +(abad ) in pieces (01917 +haddam ) , and your houses (01005 +bayith ) shall be made 
(07761 +suwm ) a dunghill (05122 +n@valuw ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_06 But if (02006 +hen ) ye shew (02324 +chava) ) the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and the 
interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , ye shall receive (06902 +q@bal ) of me gifts (04978 +matt@na) ) and 
rewards (05023 +n@bizbah ) and great (07690 +saggiy) ) honour (03367 +y@qar ):therefore (02006 +hen ) shew 
(02324 +chava) ) me the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_06 But if (02006 +hen ) ye shew (02324 +chava) ) the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and the 
{interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , ye shall receive (06902 +q@bal ) of me gifts (04978 +matt@na) ) and 
rewards (05023 +n@bizbah ) and great (07690 +saggiy) ) honour (03367 +y@qar ):therefore (02006 +hen ) shew 
(02324 +chava) ) me the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_07 They answered (06032 +(anah ) again (08579 +tinyanuwth ) and said (00560 +)amar ) , 
Let the king (04430 +melek ) tell (00560 +)amar ) his servants (05649 +(abad ) the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and we 
will shew (02324 +chava) ) the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) of it . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_09 But if (02006 +hen ) ye will not make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto me the dream 
(02493 +chelem ) , [ there is but ] one (02298 +chad ) decree (01882 +dath ) for you:for ye have prepared (02164 
+z@man ) lying (03538 +k@dab ) and corrupt (07844 +sh@chath ) words (04406 +millah ) to speak (00560 +)amar ) 
before (06925 +qodam ) me , till (05704 +(ad ) the time (05732 +(iddan ) be changed (08133 +sh@na) ):therefore 
(02006 +hen ) tell (00560 +)amar ) me the dream (02493 +chelem ) , and I shall know (03046 +y@da( ) that ye can 
shew (02324 +chava) ) me the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_16 Then Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) went (05954 +(alal ) in , and desired (01156 +b@(a) ) 
of the king (04430 +melek ) that he would give (05415 +n@than ) him time (02166 +z@man ) , and that he would shew 
(02324 +chava) ) the king (04430 +melek ) the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_24 . Therefore Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) went (05954 +(alal ) in unto Arioch (00746 +)
Aryowk ) , whom (01768 +diy ) the king (04430 +melek ) had ordained (04483 +m@na) ) to destroy (7) the wise 
(02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] of Babylon (00895 +Babel ):he went (00236 +)azal ) and said (00560 +)amar ) thus (03652 
+ken ) unto him ; Destroy (7) not the wise (02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] of Babylon (00895 +Babel ):bring (05924 +
(ella) ) me in before (06925 +qodam ) the king (04430 +melek ) , and I will shew (02324 +chava) ) unto the king (04430 
+melek ) the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_25 Then (00116 +)edayin ) Arioch (00746 +)Aryowk ) brought (05954 +(alal ) in Daniel 
(01841 +Daniye)l ) before (06925 +qodam ) the king (04430 +melek ) in haste (00927 +b@hal ) , and said (00560 +)
amar ) thus (03652 +ken ) unto him , I have found (04672 +matsa) ) a man (01400 +g@bar ) of the captives of Judah 
(03061 +Y@huwd ) , that will make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto the king (04430 +melek ) the {interpretation} (06591 
+p@shar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_26 The king (04430 +melek ) answered (06032 +(anah ) and said (00560 +)amar ) to 
Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) , whose (01768 +diy ) name (08036 +shum ) [ was ] Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)
tstsar ) , Art (00383 +)iythay ) thou able (03546 +k@hal ) to make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto me the dream (02493 
+chelem ) which (01768 +diy ) I have seen (02370 +chaza) ) , and the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof ? 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_30 But as for me , this (01836 +den ) secret (07328 +raz ) is not revealed (01541 +g@lah ) 
to me for [ any ] wisdom (02452 +chokmah ) that I have (00383 +)iythay ) more (04481 +min ) than (04481 +min ) any 
(03606 +kol ) living (02417 +chay ) , but for [ their ] sakes (01701 +dibrah ) that shall make known (03046 +y@da( ) 
the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) to the king (04430 +melek ) , and that thou mightest know (03046 +y@da( ) the 
thoughts (07476 +ra(yown ) of thy heart (03825 +l@bab ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_36 This (01836 +den ) [ is ] the dream (02493 +chelem ) ; and we will tell (00560 +)amar ) 
the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof before (06925 +qodam ) the king (04430 +melek ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_02_45 Forasmuch as thou sawest (02370 +chaza) ) that the stone (69) was cut (01505 
+g@zar ) out of the mountain (02906 +tuwr ) without hands (03028 +yad ) , and that it brake (01855 +d@qaq ) in 
pieces the iron (06523 +parzel ) , the brass (05174 +n@chash ) , the clay (02635 +chacaph ) , the silver (03702 
+k@caph ) , and the gold (01722 +d@hab ) ; the great (07229 +rab ) God (00426 +)elahh ) hath made known (03046 
+y@da( ) to the king (04430 +melek ) what (04101 +mah ) shall come (01934 +hava) ) to pass hereafter:and the 
dream (02493 +chelem ) [ is ] certain (03330 +yatstsiyb ) , and the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof sure 
(00546 +)omnah ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_06 Therefore made (07761 +suwm ) I a decree (02942 +t@(em ) to bring (05924 +(ella) ) 
in all (03606 +kol ) the wise (02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] of Babylon (00895 +Babel ) before (06925 +qodam ) me , that 
they might make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto me the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) of the dream (02493 
+chelem ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_07 Then (00116 +)edayin ) came (05954 +(alal ) in the magicians (02749 +chartom ) , the 
astrologers (00826 +)ashshaph ) , the Chaldeans (03779 +Kasday ) , and the soothsayers (01505 +g@zar ):and I told 
(00560 +)amar ) the dream (02493 +chelem ) before (06925 +qodam ) them ; but they did not make known (03046 
+y@da( ) unto me the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_09 O Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , master (00729 +)araz ) of the magicians 
(02749 +chartom ) , because (01768 +diy ) I know (03046 +y@da( ) that the spirit (07308 +ruwach ) of the holy (06922 
+qaddiysh ) gods (00426 +)elahh ) [ is ] in thee , and no secret (07328 +raz ) troubleth (00598 +)anac ) thee , tell 
(00560 +)amar ) me the visions (02376 +chezev ) of my dream (02493 +chelem ) that I have seen (02370 +chaza) ) , 
and the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_18 This (01836 +den ) dream (02493 +chelem ) I king (04430 +melek ) Nebuchadnezzar 
(05020 +N@buwkadnetstsar ) have seen (02370 +chaza) ) . Now thou , O Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , 
declare (00560 +)amar ) the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , forasmuch as all (03606 +kol ) the wise (02445 
+chakkiym ) [ men ] of my kingdom (04437 +malkuw ) are not able (03202 +y@kel ) to make known (03046 +y@da( ) 
unto me the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ):but thou [ art ] able (03546 +k@hal ) ; for the spirit (07308 +ruwach ) 
of the holy (06922 +qaddiysh ) gods (00426 +)elahh ) [ is ] in thee . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_18 This (01836 +den ) dream (02493 +chelem ) I king (04430 +melek ) Nebuchadnezzar 
(05020 +N@buwkadnetstsar ) have seen (02370 +chaza) ) . Now thou , O Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , 
declare (00560 +)amar ) the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , forasmuch as all (03606 +kol ) the wise 
(02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] of my kingdom (04437 +malkuw ) are not able (03202 +y@kel ) to make known (03046 
+y@da( ) unto me the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ):but thou [ art ] able (03546 +k@hal ) ; for the spirit (07308 
+ruwach ) of the holy (06922 +qaddiysh ) gods (00426 +)elahh ) [ is ] in thee . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_19 . Then (00116 +)edayin ) Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) , whose (01768 +diy ) name (08036 
+shum ) [ was ] Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , was astonied (08075 +sh@mam ) for one (02298 +chad ) 
hour (08160 +sha(ah ) , and his thoughts (07476 +ra(yown ) troubled (00927 +b@hal ) him . The king (04430 +melek ) 
spake (06032 +(anah ) , and said (00560 +)amar ) , Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , let not the dream (02493 
+chelem ) , or the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , trouble (00927 +b@hal ) thee . Belteshazzar (01096 
+Belt@sha)tstsar ) answered (06032 +(anah ) and said (00560 +)amar ) , My lord (04756 +mare) ) , the dream (02493 
+chelem ) [ be ] to them that hate (08131 +s@ne) ) thee , and the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof to thine 
enemies (06146 +(ar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_19 . Then (00116 +)edayin ) Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) , whose (01768 +diy ) name (08036 
+shum ) [ was ] Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , was astonied (08075 +sh@mam ) for one (02298 +chad ) 
hour (08160 +sha(ah ) , and his thoughts (07476 +ra(yown ) troubled (00927 +b@hal ) him . The king (04430 +melek ) 
spake (06032 +(anah ) , and said (00560 +)amar ) , Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)tstsar ) , let not the dream (02493 
+chelem ) , or the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , trouble (00927 +b@hal ) thee . Belteshazzar (01096 
+Belt@sha)tstsar ) answered (06032 +(anah ) and said (00560 +)amar ) , My lord (04756 +mare) ) , the dream (02493 
+chelem ) [ be ] to them that hate (08131 +s@ne) ) thee , and the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof to thine 
enemies (06146 +(ar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_04_24 This (01836 +den ) [ is ] the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) , O king (04430 
+melek ) , and this (01931 +huw) ) [ is ] the decree (01510 +g@zerah ) of the most (05943 +(illay ) High (05943 +
(illay ) , which (01768 +diy ) is come (04291 +m@ta) ) upon my lord (04756 +mare) ) the king (04430 +melek ) : 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_07 The king (04430 +melek ) cried (07123 +q@ra) ) aloud (02429 +chayil ) to bring 
(05924 +(ella) ) in the astrologers (00826 +)ashshaph ) , the Chaldeans (03779 +Kasday ) , and the soothsayers 
(01505 +g@zar ) . [ And ] the king (04430 +melek ) spake (06032 +(anah ) , and said (00560 +)amar ) to the wise 
(02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] of Babylon (00895 +Babel ) , Whosoever (03605 +kol ) shall read (07123 +q@ra) ) this 
(01836 +den ) writing (03792 +k@thab ) , and shew (02324 +chava) ) me the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) 
thereof , shall be clothed (03848 +l@bash ) with scarlet (00711 +)arg@van ) , and [ have ] a chain (02002 +hamniyk ) 
of gold (01722 +d@hab ) about (05922 +(al ) his neck (06676 +tsavva)r ) , and shall be the third (08523 +t@liythay ) 
ruler (07981 +sh@let ) in the kingdom (04437 +malkuw ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_08 Then (00116 +)edayin ) came (05954 +(alal ) in all (03606 +kol ) the king s (04430 
+melek ) wise (02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] :but they could (03546 +k@hal ) not read (07123 +q@ra) ) the writing 
(03792 +k@thab ) , nor make known (03046 +y@da( ) to the king (04430 +melek ) the {interpretation} (06591 
+p@shar ) thereof . 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_12 Forasmuch as an excellent (03493 +yattiyr ) spirit (07308 +ruwach ) , and knowledge 
(00998 +biynah ) , and understanding (07924 +sokl@thanuw ) , interpreting (06591 +p@shar ) of dreams (02493 
+chelem ) , and shewing (00263 +)achavah ) of hard (00280 +)achiydah ) sentences (00280 +)achiydah ) , and 
dissolving (08271 +sh@re) ) of doubts (07001 +q@tar ) , were found (07912 +sh@kach ) in the same Daniel (01841 
+Daniye)l ) , whom (01768 +diy ) the king (04430 +melek ) named (08036 +shum ) Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)
tstsar ):now (03705 +k@(an ) let Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) be called (07123 +q@ra) ) , and he will shew (05046 
+nagad ) the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_15 And now (03705 +k@(an ) the wise (02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] , the astrologers 
(00826 +)ashshaph ) , have been brought (05954 +(alal ) in before (06925 +qodam ) me , that they should read (07123 
+q@ra) ) this (01836 +den ) writing (03792 +k@thab ) , and make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto me the interpretation 
(06591 +p@shar ) thereof:but they could (05346 +Neqeb ) not shew (02324 +chava) ) the {interpretation} (06591 
+p@shar ) of the thing (04406 +millah ) : 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_15 And now (03705 +k@(an ) the wise (02445 +chakkiym ) [ men ] , the astrologers 
(00826 +)ashshaph ) , have been brought (05954 +(alal ) in before (06925 +qodam ) me , that they should read (07123 
+q@ra) ) this (01836 +den ) writing (03792 +k@thab ) , and make known (03046 +y@da( ) unto me the 
{interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof:but they could (05346 +Neqeb ) not shew (02324 +chava) ) the 
interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) of the thing (04406 +millah ) : 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_16 And I have heard (08086 +sh@ma( ) of thee , that thou canst (03202 +y@kel ) make 
interpretations (06591 +p@shar ) , and dissolve (08271 +sh@re) ) doubts (07001 +q@tar ):now (03705 +k@(an ) if 
(02006 +hen ) thou canst (03202 +y@kel ) read (07123 +q@ra) ) the writing (03792 +k@thab ) , and make known 
(03046 +y@da( ) to me the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , thou shalt be clothed (03848 +l@bash ) with 
scarlet (00711 +)arg@van ) , and [ have ] a chain (02002 +hamniyk ) of gold (01722 +d@hab ) about (05922 +(al ) thy 
neck (06676 +tsavva)r ) , and shalt be the third (08531 +t@lath ) ruler (07981 +sh@let ) in the kingdom (04437 
+malkuw ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_17 Then (00116 +)edayin ) Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) answered (06032 +(anah ) and said 
(00560 +)amar ) before (06925 +qodam ) the king (04430 +melek ) , Let thy gifts (04978 +matt@na) ) be to thyself , 
and give (03052 +y@hab ) thy rewards (05023 +n@bizbah ) to another (00321 +)ochoran ) ; yet (01297 +b@ram ) I 
will read (07123 +q@ra) ) the writing (03792 +k@thab ) unto the king (04430 +melek ) , and make known (03046 
+y@da( ) to him the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) . 

interpretation 27_DAN_05_26 This (01836 +den ) [ is ] the {interpretation} (06591 +p@shar ) of the thing (04406 
+millah ):MENE (04484 +mene) ) ; God (00426 +)elahh ) hath numbered (04483 +m@na) ) thy kingdom (04437 
+malkuw ) , and finished (08000 +sh@lam ) it . 

interpretation 27_DAN_07_16 I came (07127 +q@reb ) near (07127 +q@reb ) unto one (02298 +chad ) of them that 
stood (06966 +quwm ) by , and asked (01156 +b@(a) ) him the truth (03330 +yatstsiyb ) of all (03606 +kol ) this 
(01836 +den ) . So he told (00560 +)amar ) me , and made me know (03046 +y@da( ) the {interpretation} (06591 
+p@shar ) of the things (04406 +millah ) . 

interpretation 21_ECC_08_01 . Who (04310 +miy ) [ is ] as the wise (02450 +chakam ) [ man (00376 +)iysh ) ] ? and 
who (04310 +miy ) knoweth (03045 +yada( ) the {interpretation} (06592 +pesher ) of a thing (01697 +dabar ) ? a man s 
(00120 +)adam ) wisdom (02451 +chokmah ) maketh his face (06440 +paniym ) to shine (00215 +)owr ) , and the 
boldness (05797 +(oz ) of his face (06440 +paniym ) shall be changed (08132 +shana ) . 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_05 . And they dreamed (02492 +chalam ) a dream (02472 +chalowm ) both (08147 
+sh@nayim ) of them , each man (00376 +)iysh ) his dream (02472 +chalowm ) in one (00259 +)echad ) night (03915 
+layil ) , each man (00376 +)iysh ) according to the {interpretation} (06623 +pithrown ) of his dream (02472 
+chalowm ) , the butler (04945 +mashqeh ) and the baker (00644 +)aphah ) of the king (04428 +melek ) of Egypt 
(04714 +Mitsrayim ) , which (00834 +)aher ) [ were ] bound (00631 +)acar ) in the prison . 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_12 And Joseph (03130 +Yowceph ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto him , This (02088 +zeh ) 
[ is ] the {interpretation} (06623 +pithrown ) of it:The three (07969 +shalowsh ) branches (08299 +sariyg ) [ are ] three 
(07969 +shalowsh ) days (03117 +yowm ) : 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_16 When the chief (08269 +sar ) baker (00644 +)aphah ) saw (07200 +ra)ah ) that the 
{interpretation} (06623 +pithrown ) was good (02896 +towb ) , he said (00559 +)amar ) unto Joseph (03130 
+Yowceph ) , I also (00637 +)aph ) [ was ] in my dream (02472 +chalowm ) , and , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , [ I had ] 
three (07969 +shalowsh ) white (02751 +choriy ) baskets (05536 +cal ) on (05921 +(al ) my head (07218 +ro)sh ) : 

interpretation 01_GEN_40_18 And Joseph (03130 +Yowceph ) answered (06030 +(anah ) and said (00559 +)amar ) , 
This (02088 +zeh ) [ is ] the {interpretation} (06623 +pithrown ) thereof:The three (07969 +shalowsh ) baskets (05536 
+cal ) [ are ] three (07969 +shalowsh ) days (03117 +yowm ) : 

interpretation 01_GEN_41_11 And we dreamed (02492 +chalam ) a dream (02472 +chalowm ) in one (00259 +)echad ) 
night (03915 +layil ) , I and he ; we dreamed (02492 +chalam ) each man (00376 +)iysh ) according to the 
{interpretation} (06623 +pithrown ) of his dream (02472 +chalowm ) . 

interpretation 58_HEB_07_02 To whom (3739 -hos -) also (2532 -kai -) Abraham (0011 -Abraam -)gave a tenth (1181 
-dekate -) part (3307 -merizo -) of all (3956 -pas -) ; first (4412 -proton -) being by {interpretation} (2059 -hermeneuo -) 
King (0935 -basileus -) of righteousness (1343 -dikaiosune -) , and after (1899 -epeita -) that also (2532 -kai -) King 
(0935 -basileus -) of Salem (4532 -Salem -) , which (3739 -hos -) is , King (0935 -basileus -) of peace (1515 -eirene -) ; 

interpretation 43_JOH_01_42 And he brought (0071 -ago -) him to Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) . And when Jesus (2424 -
Iesous -) beheld (1689 -emblepo -) him , he said (2036 -epo -) , Thou art (1488 -ei -) Simon (4613 -Simon -) the son 
(5207 -huios -) of Jona (2495 -Ionas -):thou shalt be called (2564 -kaleo -) Cephas (2786 -Kephas -) , which (3739 -hos 
-) is by {interpretation} (2059 -hermeneuo -) , A stone (4074 -Petros -) . 

interpretation 43_JOH_09_07 And said (2036 -epo -) unto him , Go (5217 -hupago -) , wash (3538 -nipto -) in the pool 
(2861 -kolumbethra -) of Siloam (4611 -Siloam -) , ( which is by {interpretation} (2059 -hermeneuo -) , Sent (0649 -
apostello -) . ) He went (0565 -aperchomai -) his way therefore (3767 -oun -) , and washed (3538 -nipto -) , and came 
(2064 -erchomai -) seeing (0991 -blepo -) . 

interpretation 07_JUD_07_15 And it was [ so ] , when Gideon (01439 +Gid(own ) heard (08085 +shama( ) the telling 
(04557 +micpar ) of the dream (02472 +chalowm ) , and the {interpretation} (07667 +sheber ) thereof , that he 
worshipped (07812 +shachah ) , and returned (07725 +shuwb ) into (00413 +)el ) the host (04264 +machaneh ) of 
Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) , and said (00559 +)amar ) , Arise (06965 +quwm ) ; for the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath 
delivered (05414 +nathan ) into your hand (03027 +yad ) the host (04264 +machaneh ) of Midian (04080 +Midyan ) . 

interpretation 20_PRO_01_06 To understand (00995 +biyn ) a proverb (04912 +mashal ) , and the {interpretation} 
(04426 +m@liytsah ) ; the words (01697 +dabar ) of the wise (02450 +chakam ) , and their dark (02420 +chiydah ) 
sayings (02420 +chiydah ) . 

interpretations 27_DAN_05_16 And I have heard (08086 +sh@ma( ) of thee , that thou canst (03202 +y@kel ) make 
{interpretations} (06591 +p@shar ) , and dissolve (08271 +sh@re) ) doubts (07001 +q@tar ):now (03705 +k@(an ) if 
(02006 +hen ) thou canst (03202 +y@kel ) read (07123 +q@ra) ) the writing (03792 +k@thab ) , and make known 
(03046 +y@da( ) to me the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) thereof , thou shalt be clothed (03848 +l@bash ) with 
scarlet (00711 +)arg@van ) , and [ have ] a chain (02002 +hamniyk ) of gold (01722 +d@hab ) about (05922 +(al ) thy 
neck (06676 +tsavva)r ) , and shalt be the third (08531 +t@lath ) ruler (07981 +sh@let ) in the kingdom (04437 
+malkuw ) . 

interpretations 01_GEN_40_08 And they said (00559 +)amar ) unto him , We have dreamed (02492 +chalam ) a 
dream (02472 +chalowm ) , and [ there is ] no (00369 +)ayin ) interpreter (06622 +pathar ) of it . And Joseph (03130 
+Yowceph ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto them , [ Do ] not {interpretations} (06623 +pithrown ) [ belong ] to God (00430 
+)elohiym ) ? tell (05608 +caphar ) me [ them ] , I pray (04994 +na) ) you . 

interpreted 44_ACT_04_36 And Joses (2500 -Ioses -) , who (3588 -ho -) by the apostles (0652 -apostolos -) was 
surnamed (1941 -epikaleomai -) Barnabas (0921 -Barnabas -) , ( which is , being {interpreted} (3177 -methermeneuo -
) , The son (5207 -huios -) of consolation (3874 -paraklesis -) , ) a Levite (3019 -Leuites -) , [ and ] of the country (1085 
-genos -) of Cyprus (2954 -Kupros -) , 

interpreted 15_EZR_04_07 And in the days (03117 +yowm ) of Artaxerxes (00783 +)Artachshashta) ) wrote (03789 
+kathab ) Bishlam (01312 +Bishlam ) , Mithredath (04990 +Mithr@dath ) , Tabeel (02870 +tab@)el ) , and the rest 
(07605 +sh@)ar ) of their companions (03675 +k@nath ) , unto Artaxerxes (00783 +)Artachshashta) ) king (04428 
+melek ) of Persia (06539 +Parac ) ; and the writing (03791 +kathab ) of the letter (05406 +nisht@van ) [ was ] written 
(03789 +kathab ) in the Syrian (00762 +)Aramiyth ) tongue (00762 +)Aramiyth ) , and {interpreted} (08638 +tirgam ) 
in the Syrian (00762 +)Aramiyth ) tongue (00762 +)Aramiyth ) . 

interpreted 01_GEN_40_22 But he hanged (08518 +talah ) the chief (08269 +sar ) baker (00644 +)aphah ):as Joseph 
(03130 +Yowceph ) had {interpreted} (06622 +pathar ) to them . 

interpreted 01_GEN_41_12 And [ there (08033 +sham ) was ] there (08033 +sham ) with us a young (05288 +na(ar ) 
man (00376 +)iysh ) , an Hebrew (05680 +(Ibriy ) , servant (05650 +(ebed ) to the captain (08269 +sar ) of the guard 
(02876 +tabbach ) ; and we told (05608 +caphar ) him , and he {interpreted} (06622 +pathar ) to us our dreams (02472 
+chalowm ) ; to each man (00376 +)iysh ) according to his dream (02472 +chalowm ) he did interpret (06622 
+pathar ) . 

interpreted 01_GEN_41_13 And it came (01961 +hayah ) to pass , as he {interpreted} (06622 +pathar ) to us , so 
(03651 +ken ) it was ; me he restored (07725 +shuwb ) unto mine office (03653 +ken ) , and him he hanged (08518 
+talah ) . 

interpreted 43_JOH_01_38 Then (1161 -de -) Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) turned (4762 -strepho -) , and saw (2300 -
theaomai -) them following (0190 -akoloutheo -) , and saith (3004 -lego -) unto them , What (5101 -tis -) seek (2212 -
zeteo -) ye ? They said (2036 -epo -) unto him , Rabbi (4461 -rhabbi -) , ( which is to say (3004 -lego -) , being 
{interpreted} (2059 -hermeneuo -) , Master (1320 -didaskalos -) , ) where (4226 -pou -) dwellest (3306 -meno -) thou ? 

interpreted 43_JOH_01_41 He first (4413 -protos -) findeth (2147 -heurisko -) his own brother (0080 -adephos -) 
Simon (4613 -Simon -) , and saith (3004 -lego -) unto him , We have found (2147 -heurisko -) the Messias (3323 -
Messias -) , which (3739 -hos -) is , being {interpreted} (3177 -methermeneuo -) , the Christ (5547 -Christos -) . 

interpreted 41_MAR_05_41 And he took (2902 -krateo -) the damsel (3813 -paidion -) by the hand (5495 -cheir -) , 
and said (3004 -lego -) unto her , Talitha (5008 -talitha -) cumi (2891 -koumi -) ; which (3739 -hos -) is , being 
{interpreted} (3177 -methermeneuo -) , Damsel (2877 -korasion -) , I say (3004 -lego -) unto thee , arise (1453 -egeiro 
-) . 

interpreted 41_MAR_15_22 . And they bring (5342 -phero -) him unto the place (5117 -topos -) Golgotha (1115 -
Golgotha -) , which (3739 -hos -) is , being {interpreted} (3177 -methermeneuo -) , The place (5117 -topos -) of a skull 
(2898 -kranion -) . 

interpreted 41_MAR_15_34 And at the ninth (1766 -ennatos -) hour (5610 -hora -) Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) cried (0994 -
boao -) with a loud (3173 -megas -) voice (5456 -phone -) , saying (3004 -lego -) , Eloi (1682 -eloi -) , Eloi (1682 -eloi -) , 
lama (2982 -lama -) sabachthani (4518 -sabachthani -) ? which (3739 -hos -) is , being {interpreted} (3177 -
methermeneuo -) , My God (2316 -theos -) , my God (2316 -theos -) , why (5101 -tis -) hast thou forsaken (1459 -
egkataleipo -) me ? 

interpreted 40_MAT_01_23 Behold (2400 -idou -) , a virgin (3933 -parthenos -) shall be with child (1064 -gaster -) , 
and shall bring (5088 -tikto -) forth (5088 -tikto -) a son (5207 -huios -) , and they shall call (2564 -kaleo -) his name 
(3686 -onoma -) Emmanuel (1694 -Emmanouel -) , which (3739 -hos -) being {interpreted} (3177 -methermeneuo -) is , 
God (2316 -theos -) with us . 

interpreter 46_1CO_14_28 But if (1437 -ean -) there be no (3361 -me -) {interpreter} (1328 -diermeneutes -) , let him 
keep (4601 -sigao -) silence (4601 -sigao -) in the church (1577 -ekklesia -) ; and let him speak (2980 -laleo -) to 
himself (1438 -heautou -) , and to God (2316 -theos -) . 

interpreter 01_GEN_40_08 And they said (00559 +)amar ) unto him , We have dreamed (02492 +chalam ) a dream 
(02472 +chalowm ) , and [ there is ] no (00369 +)ayin ) {interpreter} (06622 +pathar ) of it . And Joseph (03130 
+Yowceph ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto them , [ Do ] not interpretations (06623 +pithrown ) [ belong ] to God (00430 +)
elohiym ) ? tell (05608 +caphar ) me [ them ] , I pray (04994 +na) ) you . 

interpreter 01_GEN_42_23 And they knew (03045 +yada( ) not that Joseph (03130 +Yowceph ) understood (08085 
+shama( ) [ them ] ; for he spake unto them by an {interpreter} (03887 +luwts ) . 

interpreting 27_DAN_05_12 Forasmuch as an excellent (03493 +yattiyr ) spirit (07308 +ruwach ) , and knowledge 
(00998 +biynah ) , and understanding (07924 +sokl@thanuw ) , {interpreting} (06591 +p@shar ) of dreams (02493 
+chelem ) , and shewing (00263 +)achavah ) of hard (00280 +)achiydah ) sentences (00280 +)achiydah ) , and 
dissolving (08271 +sh@re) ) of doubts (07001 +q@tar ) , were found (07912 +sh@kach ) in the same Daniel (01841 
+Daniye)l ) , whom (01768 +diy ) the king (04430 +melek ) named (08036 +shum ) Belteshazzar (01096 +Belt@sha)
tstsar ):now (03705 +k@(an ) let Daniel (01841 +Daniye)l ) be called (07123 +q@ra) ) , and he will shew (05046 
+nagad ) the interpretation (06591 +p@shar ) . 
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